CLUB UPDATE
Issue no 3
Summary
The loose cables for Sutton's boards 1 and 2 have now been hard-wired to the undersides and
the layout erected for electrical testing, and there has been a hive of track building for
Finchley. Wiring for Finchley has slowed, with the holiday season upon us.
Local rail news, research notes and more in the following pages.
What's next? - Dave Sutton is looking forward to the prospect of hard-wiring the cables for
Sutton board 3 (the most complex board), and the current track building of the fiddle yard
entrances at Finchley's west end should be completed.
As a refresher I will include research notes for Finchley in forthcoming issues, along with
other aspects such as operating principles.
Why the photograph of this particular D11/1? It may surprise you. Read on, in 'Notice Board',
page 5
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
Electrics

Structure

• Board BBG now wired up, still requires
plugs fitting and fault-testing to be
completed

• Baseboard design for corners of fiddle yard
to be agreed – requires allowance for the
shape of the clubroom!

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• Pointwork for fiddle boards BBU (east
end), BBT and BBZ (west end) is now
nearing completion
• Buildings update from Bern:
192-196 Grand Parade is ongoing.
198-200 Grand Parade are completed and
painted and The main station building,
321-325 Finchley Road (Blessley & Spyer),
319 Finchley Road (L A Hailey's fag kiosk)
and The following buildings are also
completed, but unpainted: 315 Finchley
Road (Barnes Garage), 317 Finchley Road
(C P Munn), 2A Lithos Road (warehouse),
the up platform waiting rooms, down
platform waiting rooms, up platform
awnings and down platform awnings.
When I finish 192-196 Grand Parade I will
have completed (subject to painting) all
the buildings in Finchley Road and all the
major railway buildings with the
exception of the signal box.

Operation, presentation
• Lighting is yet to be discussed
• Pelmet was originally mooted, to be
discussed later

CHERITON BISHOP
Electrics
•

Structure

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

• Assess for damage
• Colour-blending scenery to backscene
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•

Operation, presentation

• Convert curtain to Velcro
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
Electrics

Structure

• Flying leads to replace plug & socket,
though ensuring practical for each board :
Though the work on boards 1 & 2 is
nominally complete, it's required testing
and so the layout has been erected in full.
Thankfully electrically there are no issues
to deal with, but the routing of the cables
needs adjusting to ensure sufficient cable
length to reach the control panel. Board 3
is a much more complex subject to tackle
next! Dave Sutton has the bit between his
teeth and may work extra evenings to
push this along!
• Service point motors & clean contacts
: Boards 1 & 2 completed by Jim
• Investigate current control panel provision
for signal operation and determine how to
set up their operation
• Additional switch for turntable track
isolation
• Fiddle yard microswitch for road 4
requires a fix

• The dip between boards 1 and 2 has
required track repairs and now seems
satisfactory after testing.
• Upgrade bolts to dome-headed/wing
nut/large washers
: spec to be agreed and items sourced,
costed and approved for purchase
• Replace end boards
: spec to be agreed, material
sourced/costed/approved for purchase
• Control panel covers required to clear
switches and be sufficiently strong to bear
other items on top for transport
: spec to be agreed, material
sourced/costed/approved for purchase
• Provide a ledge on control panel mounting
boards, making it easier to align and fit the
control panel
• Docks extension and support arrangements
to be scoped, designed and costed

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

Operation, presentation

• The level crossing gates have been
repaired by Jim, and now requires
cosmetic repairs around the post base
• Repair any damaged backscene
• Repaint roadways
• Replace man on ladder (Bern has found a
spare!)
• Man in vacuum (?!)
• Platform roof glazing bars
• Assess remainder of layout board by board
for repairs
• Check all points are correctly adjusted
• Check and level turntable

• Dave Humphries has been now completed
the control panel markings with adhesive
lines and arrows
• Label switches to points for diagnostics,
produce an overlay illustrating point
numbers, ensuring matched to naming
convention under the boards
• Investigate practicalities of installing a
control panel-powered push-button mic
system
• Investigate improved clips for retaining
lighting units to baseboard legs
• Convert the curtain to be mountable by
Velcro instead of drawing pins
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TIMETABLE
EBMRS SHOWS

Other events, local shows etc

8 Feb 2014

Biggleswade

17 May 2014

Ely (Sutton) TBC

8 & 9 Nov
2014

Spalding (Sutton) TBC

7 Feb 2015
29 & 30 Mar
2015
15/09/15

Alan Cooper

Biggleswade

20/07/13 Northampton model show
THE CAPITAL STREAK 27/07/13 Kings Cross-York [dbs]
60019: York-Kings Cross
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
London Kings Cross-Newcastle [dbs]
10/08/13
60163: Kings Cross-York-Newcastle and
return
17/08/13 Silverfox model show, Milton Keynes

Ally Pally (Sutton) TBC 25/08/13 Hoddesdon model show
Grantham (Sutton)
TBC
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NOTICE BOARD
• Research continues into the Oerlikon units,
currently attempting to obtain copies of
original drawings of underframes from the
HMRS. This has proved to be slow as we are
reliant on volunteers at the HMRS – but it
turns out Pete Stanton knows one of them
and has been contacting him directly.
Unfortunately we have heard nothing in
several weeks, but we are now aware of a
modeller asking for copies of the same
drawings – we will see if we are able to
contact him to share information.
• Suggestion for a mini layout for testing?

• The photo of the D11 on the front page is of 62666
Zeebrugge on the Northern Rubber Special
railtour in June 1953. This travelled from
Retford, via High Wycombe, Maidenhead, Slough,
it is pictured at Windsor, then to Acton and via
the North London Line to Canonbury. There the
loco was changed, the D11 returning to Neasden
shed whilst the train reversed, travelled to
Finsbury Park and reversed again to reach Kings
Cross. So – the picture is relevant as it's proof of
a (unique?) working of a D11 on NLL metals, and
an excuse for Bern's model to be used on Finchley
as well as Sutton. I'm now looking for a photo of
one west of Exeter.....

• The new flyover at Hitchin has now been
made live and used by occasional innersuburban trains (with class 313) and is
scheduled for full operation from the
December timetable changes.

• Jim asks if there is any working plan for
maintenance at shows

• The 75th Anniversary of Mallard's record
breaking run saw Bittern travel through the
area on a run to York.

• Question over availability of suitable stock for
layouts should Bern or Alan B be unavailable.
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• Operating sessions required to teach new
members how to operate the layouts
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